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PHOTOGRAPHS
These are your passports. All film and television professionals work primarily off a
visual medium and therefore your photos are the first thing that people notice.
A good headshot will persuade the casting director / director to look at you further.
You can have a great CV and showreel, but if you have a bad photo, you most likely
won’t get to the next stage.
In general photographs should look like a very good version of you, but you need to
be instantly identifiable with the photo that you are using.
What makes a good headshot? — warmth; confidence; freshness, organic feeling,
realness. But most importantly, it needs to be interesting. You need to be in the right
mood.
Don’t be tempted to ask good friends / family about the best shot, because they will
generally go for the one that makes you look prettiest / youngest / handsomest and
that’s not necessarily the best one.
Your professional representatives or professional directors / producers are definitely
the best advisers here. You can maybe have one or two landscape pics, but in general
portrait is the way to go.
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Although we watch in landscape, we read in portrait, which is why self-tapes should
always be landscape and preferably pics in portrait. Casting directors often like to
put a book of CVs and pictures together and landscape pics makes a little harder. It’s
important to stand out as an individual, but not necessarily in this way!
CHOOSING YOUR PHOTOGRAPHER
It’s good to know in advance what the methods of the photographer are. Some
photographers might ask you to imagine being angry, sad, happy, surprised etc. and
you end up sitting there wondering if you are responding correctly to what the
photographer wants, which is not good. Help from photographers is important of
course, but this is your session and you need to find someone who can both relax
you and focus you at the same time.
BLACK & WHITE v COLOUR
You should have the pictures taken in colour as you can change some of these to
black and white, but obviously not the other way around. How you get the tones right
in the transfer from B&W to colour is important. Historically, black & white was
preferred over colour because (a) colour pics used to be expensive to take; (b)
Spotlight, an important casting service based in the UK wouldn’t allow colour pictures
in their casting books (but they don’t do books any more and now allow colour).
Black & white is often regarded as classy, timeless and more flattering; but while we
definitely still use it, the modern world is looking more and more for colour and it is
generally the preference these days.
You can bring your past pictures you really like or – less preferably – pictures of other
actors you have seen that are impressive - if you want to demonstrate to the
photographer something that you are looking for
BASIC RULES
So here are some basic rules that you should be aware of when you’re about to get
your headshot taken:
BEFORE YOU GO
Find a photographer you like. Meet them to agree terms. Don’t use anyone you
are not comfortable with. You need to be relaxed, and enjoy the process
together.
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Agree a price in advance, and check what it includes (i.e how many shots you can
choose from the session to be photo-shopped/colour-corrected. how many
prints will be supplied, material on a USB, will they charge more for providing
prints / copies)
Make sure that both black & white and colour options are provided.
Try not to split sessions with another actor because of cost — you don’t want to
feel under time pressure when you are getting your headshot done
Check the time limit of the session — as per the above, you don’t want to feel
under time pressure
Don’t drink the night before and get a good night’s sleep.
Don’t get your hair done the day before; it will look too fresh / neat.
Make sure the photographer has a bathroom, mirror, socket etc.
Get a range — sitting, standing, natural light (which gives you more sense of
individuality, of what you actually look like)
Your clothes should be darker block colours, but preferably not black and white,
no stripes and flowers. No polo necks as it covers the neck and the shape of the
face
Avoid large jewelry, accessories
Keep make-up minimalistic
If you have long hair, do shots with hair up, hair down, but keep the face and –
most importantly – your eyes, visible.

WHEN YOU ARE THERE
Make sure you can have a look at the shots as they are being taken, preferably
on a monitor, not the back of the camera
Don’t sit still for too long as this will affect the photo as your face tightens up.
Although the shot is about the eyes, you’d be surprised at how much the mouth
dictates the shape of a picture
Good photographers can cover a blemish, so don’t postpone if you have spot
etc.
Don’t look just for the main shot, but variations and you should be given time to
put your hair up
You can breathe through your mouth as you settle as it will help your lips before
the shots
Make sure you have 1 x full-on smile shot, which might be useful for
commercials. Don't use it for your dramatic / master shot
Avoid cheesy angles (see below) — it gives off a dishonest vibe and honesty /
trust is very important in this business
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GETTING THE RIGHT TONE WHEN ADJUSTING FROM COLOUR TO B/W:
The first photo is a little overexposed, the last one has too much contrast. The middle
one, while less dramatic, is most suitable for casting directors/directors.

PHOTOGRAPHS — angles:
This may be a good actor, but the angle is wrong — even if the intention is to
project the image of an actor that can play a ‘bad guy’. The eye-line needs to
be straight and we need to see both the hair and the goatee needs to be in
focus (no hoodie!). Trust is very important in this industry so you need to avoid
cheesy or misleading angles at all times.
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SOME GOOD PHOTOGRAPHS:
Although this actor is wearing black, this is a very good picture and the use of
colour / tone is excellent.
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This is a good photograph. Simple, but a nice and honest intensity. She looks
interesting.

This colour picture of this actor is good:
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But this one is not so good because the top of his head is missing:

This photo, while a little under-lit, gives a very honest representation of the
actor.
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SHOWREELS
GENERAL
Showreels are important because they show a casting director / director /
producer what you can do if given the chance. It is a very persuasive way of
making your case. It is also a way to control how you are perceived, what genres
you are good at/prefer, what roles you shine in.
TIMING
Actors hate to hear this, but the truth is that more and more casting directors
are spending less and less time looking at showreels if they are too long. Some
casting directors these days say that anything over 2:30” is too long. So you
need to be ruthless when you are putting your showreel together. Here are
some things to look out for when you are doing it:
QUALITY OF MATERIAL
Make sure the technical quality of the material you use is high. You will not be
doing yourself a favour if you use material that is difficult to watch, blurred, lowres, or hard to hear. This can be difficult, especially when you are trying to find
material that is older, which makes it very important to get your hands on the
material shortly after it has been used. The original ‘source’ material is the best
obviously, but a very good recording also works fine.
AGE OF MATERIAL
It’s important to use your best material, of course (to showcase your ability), but
also to use recent material as casting need to know what you look like today.
There is no point in having a showreel with very good work from 5 or 10 years
ago; and so, make sure to keep your showreel up-to-date where you can. This
can be difficult for actors because every time you add more material to the
showreel, you need to lose material too. Do not simply add to the length of the
overall length of the showreel.
RANGE OF MATERIAL
It’s important to show as wide a range trying to include material from drama,
comedy, period, horror etc. Obviously, the opportunity to show range comes
with time and experience, so don’t worry if you only have dramatic or comedy
scenes as you can always add to your reel as you get older.
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If you don’t have a lot of material to show, then think about recording material
specifically for your showreel. Talking heads is fine, but make sure that it isn’t
pointing a camera at a theatrical presentation as this won’t work; it has to have
a filmic interpretation / presentation.
MONTAGE
Too many showreels feel like they are actually music videos as they are scenes
set to music where you don’t see the scene work or hear the dialogue. Most
casting directors do not recommend using a montage at the start of the
showreel (although they don’t mind it at the end of the reel) as they prefer you
to cut straight to the scene work.
This example gives no useful information to a casting director at all:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yHR_g7x-cE0
While this one has no dialogue, and also is confusing as it is not clear until over
40 seconds in whose material it is:
https://vimeo.com/89781591

DOWNLOADABLE
Make sure that it is possible to download your showreel. Often, casting
directors are in areas where there is no wi-fi and you want them to be able to
access your reel at all times.
ID YOURSELF AT THE TOP OF THE SHOWREEL
It is a good idea to do a very short introduction in English at the top of your
showreel; you can say your name, where you are from, where you live, what
languages you speak etc and you can / should do this all within about 10-15
seconds. This will show casting that you can speak English, which is important
especially if all the scenes in your reel are in your native language.

Watch out for confusing the person watching the showreel by having too many
other actors in the opening shots (see example above).
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Here are a couple of showreels that work well:
Jordanne Jones (Irish actress)
http://lisarichards.ie/actorsf/jordanne-jones-actor#.XYfmabYZPos
Note here that there is the general, overall showreel and then there are
separate scenes, so that the casting director can click into one of the scenes
rather than having to go through the whole reel.
Cathy Belton (Irish actress)
http://www.lisarichards.ie/actorsf/cathy-belton-actor#.Wf1zthN-oU0
The overall reel is too long, but apart from the comedy scene (which is more
about him than her), it is good on diversity and – again – it gives her the
opportunity to break up the scenes and show them individually.
You can break up the scenes into different genres for example:
Comedy
Drama
Period
Horror
And by doing this, you can actually include more material in a subtle way and
also this helps the casting director / producer.

MAKING SELF-TAPES
A lot of casting all over the world is now happening through this method. And
it’s even happening for theatre auditions these days. Actors are sent material
and asked to prepare it either at home, with a friend or in their agency and then
to record the scene / scenes themselves either using a camera or iPhone. Once
the scene is recorded, it is sent back to casting via a link (e.g. Wetransfer /
Hightail). Self-tapes are especially important for actors living abroad from
where the casting is taking place; quite a lot of jobs are now cast from selftapes, so if you are asked to make one, there are some very simple but
important rules to follow:
Here is a great website and casting director on how to make a good self-tape.
He also does a course called the 21-day challenge, which is clever and popular:
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http://www.purocasting.com/self-taping
Here are some general notes:
USE A NEUTRAL BACKGROUND (see screenshots below)
Use a plain / neutral background so that it is not distracting to the eye; too often
actors present self-tapes and there is a lot going on in the background; you
want the casting director / director / producer to be fully focused on your
performance. Here is a good still of what your background should look like.
HEAD AND SHOULDERS
In general, you should try and use head and shoulders when making a self-tape
and (of course) when you record it, make sure to look slightly off camera rather
than straight at it. If the text demands that you move around then it’s OK of
course to do that, but try to keep the camera work as close as possible.
LANDSCAPE, NOT PORTRAIT
It is important that you record the self-tape in landscape, not portrait. If you
record your self—tape in portrait it will look squashed. Remember that you
watch film and TV in landscape!
SOUND
Make sure that you can be heard; often self-tapes come in and it is difficult to
hear the actor due to background noise; also if you have someone reading
opposite you, make sure that their voice is not louder / clearer than yours.
PERSON READING OPPOSITE YOU
Often you will need someone reading the lines opposite you. It is important (a)
that you get someone who is as fluent in the language of the material as
possible and preferably a good actor too and (b) that you don’t see the other
actor on camera: their only job is to feed you lines.
FULL BODY SLATE
Often casting will want to see a full-length profile of you and your side profile
too. This is very simple to do and if you are asked to provide it, you should add
it on at the end of the self-tape.
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DOWNLOADABLE
As with the showreel, it is very important that casting can download your selftape on to their desktop; as with the showreel, this is because often, casting will
want to show your self-tape in a non wifi area.
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This recording is portrait and it is the wrong choice:

YOUR CV / RESUMÉ (see sample on p. 16)
A CV is pretty straightforward and there are some very simple rules that you
need to look out for:
-

Keep your CV to one page
Make sure to have a passport-sized version of your headshot at the top
right hand corner of your CV
Make sure to write where you live and if you have a Green Card / O-1 /
Schengen visa
Remember to put your contact details on the CV (it is amazing how
many people forget to do this)
Make sure that you list your credits start from most recent ones
If the role is not well known, but is a leading role, then put ‘lead' beside
it in brackets
You can include your playing age
Make sure to list the languages that you speak
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Make sure to list your skills; these should include: horse-riding, fencing,
swimming, singing (and put in your singing range), dance, driving
If you have won any awards, make sure to list them (close to the top of
your CV)
if you have trained, then make sure to list this

AND FINALLY…
…you are much more connected to the international world than you might
think; casting is now looking across the world for actors and that wasn’t the case
even 5 years ago.
Hopefully, the UK casting service, SPOTLIGHT (https://www.spotlight.com) will
be in a position to offer cheaper membership as that can be helpful to being
visible. In the meantime, you can join Breakdown Services in the US for free,
so you might want to consider that. And here is a link to e-talenta:
https://www.e-talenta.eu/INT/en/, which is a European network.
Here is a link to the casting directors in the UK: http://www.thecdg.co.uk/
And a link to all the acting agencies in the UK, which might be useful:
http://www.castingcallpro.com/uk/agents
And here is a link the European Casting Network:
http://www.shooting-stars.eu/en/networking/casting_directors_network.php.
But remember that you have only one chance to make a first impression, so
make sure that you present yourself as best as you can.
This
book
from
Casting
Director,
Nancy
Bishop
is
very
useful: https://www.amazon.com/Auditioning-Film-Television-DirectorPerformance/dp/1472526368 and you can follow her on Twitter where she
gives very good, useful and practical advice: @NancyBishopCast
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Emily-Jane McNeill
Playing Age
Height
Build
Eyes
Hair
Appearance
Mobile Tel
Email
Spotlight Pin
Training

Theatre
Ruth

17-27
5’ 8”
Slim
Green
Dark Brown
White/Mediterranean
07789 401 201
emilyjanemcneill@gmail.com
1171-3424-9305
Royal Conservatoire of Scotland
Fourth Monkey Theatre Company
National Youth Theatre
Ben Harrison
Ali De Souza &
Benedicte Seierup
Robert Carson
Katya Kamotskaia
Pete Collins
Ali de Souza

Royal Conservatoire of Scotland

Lady Squeamish
Arkadina
Volumnia
Rosalind
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The Sam
Wanamaker Festival
The Country Wife
The Seagull
Coriolanus
As You Like It

Film/TV
Yummy Mummy
Zombie

Room to Write
FRIED

Laura Marks
Luke Snellin

BBC Comedy
BBC3

Exchange & Mart

Cara Connolly & Martin
Clark

Hopscotch Films / DigiCult

Elizabeth Sawyer

Vocal
Special Abilities:
Singer
Accents:

Dance:
Movement:
Singing:

The Globe Theatre
Royal Conservatoire of Scotland
Royal Conservatoire of Scotland
Royal Conservatoire of Scotland
Royal Conservatoire of Scotland

‘There’s Something
Susan Boyle
ITV
About Susan’ Tour
UK: RP*, Heightened RP, Lancashire, Cockney, Essex,
Somerset
International: American-Standard, American Southern-States,
Australian, Dublin
Jazz, Contemporary
Lecoq, Commedia dell’arte, Physical Theatre
Mezzo-Soprano* Pop Singing* Jazz Singing* Musical Theatre*
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